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           Sales Instruction No. 16/2013 
    

From 
  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
To 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No.Ch-16/GM/C/R-17/356/2005/F-18         Dated: 9/10/2013 
 
Subject: Release of Pending Industrial connection. 
 

Please refer to SI No.13/2013 dated 21/8/2013 vide which it was decided to 

release the pending HT connections of all categories upto the load of 500 KVA wherever 

capacity available during the lean period. In order to rule out any apprehension of 

overloading during peak season, an undertaking from such consumer may be taken in the 

form of affidavit that if required their load can be restricted wholly or partially to avoid 

overloading of the system. SDO (OP) concerned is competent to allow the release of such 

connection. However, it should be ensured that loading on power T/F does not exceed 

permissible limit allowed by Nigam. 

It has already been decided that seniority of the HT connections be 

maintained S/Stn. wise by the SDO concerned. 

Now, the matter has been re-considered and decided that the load in excess 

of 500 KVA upto 1 MVA (1000 KVA) authority immediately superior to the load sanctioning 

authority {CE ‘OP’) will consider and sanction such loads on merit subject to applicability of 

other conditions i.e., taking an undertaking from the consumer not to draw power during 

peak season e.g., paddy season. 

Cases beyond load 1 MVA will be put up through Director (OP) after due 

diligence and with comments / recommendations for consideration and approval of worthy 

CMD. 

The above facility to release the connections during lean period shall remain 

in force upto 31.12.2013. 

SI No.13/2013 is amended to this extent only. 

  ‘This sales circular does not infringe (directly or indirectly) any part of 
the tariff order issued by the Commission.’ 
  The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance. 

                      
                              CE/Commercial, 

                          DHBVN, Hisar. 


